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Outline of the talk

1. Chiral imbalance in QCD : how to measure it
in central and non-central (CME) collisions

2. Chiral (Gasser-Leutwyler) lagrangian
in chiral imbalanced hadron medium

3. Mass-shell distortion for pions and their weak
decay suppression, a chance to measure chiral
imbalance    

4.  QCD inspired sigma model  (SU(2) case)

5.  Confronting chiral imbalance corrections  
for the chiral lagrangian and the linear sigma model

6.  Perspectives to register CI



Or of  less size!?  (K.Fukushima, private communication)
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Hadronization:
Hadron vacuum with Chiral Imbalance 
inherited from quark vacuum with CI

< 1 fm/c 1 fm/c < 7-10 fm/c

Sizeable Chiral Imbalance:  how to measure?

Quark-hadron continuity during hadronization
through crossover ( K. Fukushima et al)



CME disappears in central collisions
but chiral imbalance NOT!
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Two inputs

CHIRAL  MAGNETIC  EFFECT
Not possible to measure chiral imbalance 
or magnetic field   separately
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Our prediction:
Scalar resonance
enhancement!
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Mass spectrum in chiral  imbalanced medium



Conclusions and outlook                     

1. Topological charge fluctuations transmit their influence from QGP 
to hadron physics via chiral chemical potential:   in this way local 
parity breaking (LPB) occurs in hadron sector

2. The constants of Chiral Perturbation Theory may enhance 
predictivity of low-energy pion dynamics in the chiral imbalanced 
medium

3.   LPB modifies dispersion laws for scalar (and vector) mesons:
lightest “pseudoscalar” mesons decrease masses in flight

4.   There exist observables unambiguously indicating LPB
(STAR, ALICE LHC, NICA, FAIR): 
suppression of charged pion decays into leptons,
asymmetry in pion polarizabilities, 
exotic scalar/pseudoscalar meson decays breaking space parity
etc.
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NJL model
V.Braguta, A.Kotov.
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SU(2) QCD
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In the above model quark condensate is governed by the decay constant v



Extended chiral lagrangian in the chiral imbalance background

External e.m.charges
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One loop renlormalization of chiral lagrangian of G-L
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From resonance saturation
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Fits of constants
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Effective meson theory in a medium with LPB
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Unfortunately the splitting is strongly contaminated by thermal effects
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Chiral magnetic  effect
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Extended chiral lagrangian with virtual photon loops


















